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Background: The fragility index (FI) is the minimum number
of patients whose status would have to change from a nonevent to
an event to turn a statistically significant result to a non-signifi-
cant result. We used this to measure the robustness of trials
comparing carotid endarterectomy (CEA) to carotid artery stent-
ing (CAS). Methods: A search was conducted in MEDLINE,
Embase, and PubMed on RCTs comparing CEA to CAS. The
trials need to have statistically significant results and dichoto-
mous primary endpoints to be included. Results: Our literature
search identified 10 RCTs which included 9382 patients (4734
CEA, 4648 CAS). The primary end points of all included trials
favoured CEA over CAS. The median FI was 9.5 (interquartile
range 2.25 - 21.25). All of the studies that reported lost-to-follow-
up (LTFU) had LTFU greater than its fragility index, which raises
concern that the missing data could change the results of the trial
from statistically significant to statistically insignificant. Conclu-
sions: A small number of events (FI, median 9.5) were required to
render the results of carotid artery stenosis RCTs comparing CEA
to CAS statistically insignificant. All of the studies that reported
LTFU had LTFU greater than its fragility index.
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Background: Pediatric arteriovenous malformations (AVMs)
are rare, but represent the leading cause of intracranial hemorrhage
in children. These are traditionally understood to be congenital
lesions, however AVMs recurrence within previously unaffected
tissue challenges this understanding. Recurrence after microsur-
geryandendovascular treatmenthavebeenstudied ingreaterdetail,
but little literature exists surrounding recurrence after Gamma
KnifeRadiosurgery (GKRS).Methods:Weperformed a retrospec-
tive chart review of all pediatric AVMs treated with GKRS at our
centre. Charts were assessed by two reviewers to identify cases of
AVMrecurrence after angiographically confirmed obliteration. To
contextualize our institutional patterns, we also performed a struc-
tured literature review of published data reporting pediatric AVM
recurrence after GKRS. Results: Our institutional review revealed
two cases of AVM recurrence after angiographically proven cure,
and our review of literature identified nine retrospective reviews
and three case reports,which in total reported 22 individual cases of
recurrence. The recurrence rate in the retrospective reviews ranged
from0 to18%.Conclusions: The currentwork illustrates thatwhile

AVM recurrence is rare, it is a possible complication of GKRS.
There was also a qualitative suggestion that embolization prior to
CT increased riskof recurrence.Both these facts shouldbe included
in decision-making and patient counselling.
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Background: Primary angiitis of the central nervous system
(PACNS) is a rare inflammatory condition affecting the parenchy-
maland leptomeningealvesselsof theCNS.PACNSpresentingasa
solitarymass lesion (ML-PACNS) constitutes a rare subtype of this
pathology. Herein we present the first case reported in Canada of
ML-PACNS, presenting with clinical and radiographic findings
consistent with a high grade glial neoplasm, as well as a review of
the literature on ML-PACNS. Methods: Review of the literature
from 1987-2023 was conducted using PubMed to identify features
of ML-PACNS and possible treatment paradigms. Results: A
number of case reports of ML-PACNS were identified, as well as
6 retrospective analyses of a total of 67 patients. Features such as
faster rate of symptom onset, and investigations such as MRI
vessel-wall imaging and MR spectroscopy were suggested for
identification of ML-PACNS. Treatment was highly variable, but
followed guidelines for other neuroinflammatory disorders. Con-
clusions: Preoperative differentiation between ML-PACNS and
CNS neoplasms is difficult due to their similar clinical and radio-
graphic features. However, making this distinction is crucial as
PACNSmass lesions can regress entirelywith immunosuppressive
therapy, potentially obviating the requirement for surgical inter-
vention. Beyond diagnostics, further research is required to estab-
lish and validate a treatment paradigm.
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Background: Quality of life (QoL) is the awareness of indi-
viduals’well-being in life in physical, personal, mental and social
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